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just after our usual 9 pm bedtime so that wasn’t too bad. It was a long and tiring day though. My
family was glad we came and we were too. Support is needed in times of loss.
Yesterday and today (and likely tomorrow too) I checked off new inventory at my LYS. They
bought the stock from the retiring Hannelore at Sun Bench Fibres and are attempting to
incorporate it into the shop. Aaakk…there’s no room! But it’ll be nice to have somewhere close
by to pick up a tube of 8/2 cotton yarn or whatever. There’s no walk-in type weaving supply
store anywhere in the Lower Mainland any more. Only home-based businesses where you need
to mail order or make an appointment to visit or knitting shops that may have a few cones or
tubes of weaving yarn. I could get to like having more supplies in my neighbourhood. Might
inspire me to weave again. Though I’m going to have to teach them a few weaving terms and
discuss how to use some of the stuff so they’ll know a bit more about what they’ve got! That’s
kind of how I got sucked…er, requested to help because I’ve been a weaver for over 25 years
and I know what I’m lookin’ at. Well, unless it’s some detached doohickey with screws and stuff
and no hints as to what it might belong to…
And, just because this is MY blog so I can do what I want to, I have to say I finally met my
Anonymous commenter in person! Hiya Julie! She’s a sweetie and I’ve gotta boast about her.
She used my sock pattern to really learn how to knit socks. Too cool, eh? She’s made some nice
‘uns too. Hopefully the first of many.
posted by Louisa @ 5:29 PM
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MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 2006

Adventurous Weekend
Wow! I’m exhausted! That was a crazy weekend. On Saturday we met our Darling Daughter and
Almost-Son-In-Law for a picnic and to watch the first Canadian Flugtag event. Sponsored by
Red Bull sports drink with free admission, it’s a competition of human-powered flight…right
into the water. It’s kind of hard to explain but costumes, skits, dance routines and videos all
figure into the equation, along with the actual “flight” itself. My mouth is still sore from
laughing! And my shoulders are still sore from sitting in the sun for 4 hours. I got a couple of
photos but I was pretty far away on the top of the bleachers. Here’s the venue, beautiful False
Creek in Vancouver with the silver dome of Science World (or whatever the heck they call it
these days):

The contestants were shoved off the flight deck at the far right there and the white buoys marked
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their landing distance. (Hah!) Then the pilot and crew (most jumped after their machine) got
scooped up out of the way by helper boats along with their equipment and transferred back to
shore. And here’s the second place winner, “The Pirates of False Creek”, waiting their turn.
What’s a pirate’s favourite letter of the alphabet? ARrrrr...

And this proves that pigs do fly — sort of:

Their costumes were really cute with little pig noses and ears and tutus. There was the “Egg
Man” (which hatched in mid-air), a Saskatchewan elevator, a boom box (People's Choice
award), a moustache, a lobster, a flying skate (“Air Hockey”), a giant sushi driven by a
shrimp-girl (which went farther than you’d expect), a chariot that worked as a slingshot
launcher, a wagon full of poutine, and many more — some of which actually looked like
airplanes (boring). Though only one really flew any distance: the winner “The Big Shooter”.
There also were sky divers who launched from a helicopter way up high and came down with
smoke and acrobatics to land on the flight deck. The very first one missed but he managed to do
it the second time at the end of the show. It was pretty exciting. OK, I’m easily entertained. Go
click on the link for more silliness. Don’t know if I’ll go again next year, but it was great fun.
While we were at it, I was able to gift my Almost-Son-In-Law with his socks. He was pleased
with the colour but since it was ninety-million degrees hot, he didn’t try them on. Here they are:
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